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1. The SEMsg library 
The SEMsg library implements and hides the specifics of the messaging technology, and provides 

an interface that is tailored to the «Catalogue synchronization» needs. The library provides, in a 

separated way, the functionalities of producer and consumer. This means that, although the library 

contains all the functionalities, they are not dependent from each other. An application may use one 

without knowing that the other one exists. 

Thus, it can be used in two ways: 

- as an encapsulated sender of «Catalogue synchronization» notifications 

- as a loader of plugins that implement the proper actions to be performed when a 

«Catalogue synchronization» message comes. 

 

The daemon that is provided among the test programs is a simple implementation of a message 

consumer that uses this library by loading a plugin that is chosen in the command line of the 

daemon. A more encapsulated implementation inside LFC/DPM would probably just need to 

perform the very few actions that the test daemon does, in order to initialize the message consumer 

part, that then runs independently. 

 

The things were arranged in order to simplify at the maximum the creation of new plugins. For 

instance, a new plugin could implement the actions to be performed just by running external scripts. 

Of course this solution would not be very performant nor encapsulated, but it's a good example of 

versatility. 

 

The methods and functionalities will support the «bulk» operations on sets of files, according to 

the choices of the workgroup about the message content. 

 

The internal structure of the library can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig 2, that should be self-explaining 

class diagrams. 

 

 



 

 

1.1.1. Class hierarchies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

App primitives, e.g. 

NotifyNotAvailable 

NotifyChmod 

NotifyChown 

NotifyACL 

(these support natively 

bulk operations on sets 

of files) 

Wrap API appropriately into simple C 

functions. This is what DPM/LFC see. 

Figure 1 - Structure and class hierarchy of the notification producer part 
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RunnableProducer 

Runnable 

SEMsgProducer 

C API 

CMS API 

(ActiveMQ-cpp) 

Runs in a thread because it 

needs to handle 

independently its own 

behavior. E.g. it avoids the 

client app from hanging if 

the connection with the 

brokers cannot be established 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2 - Structure and class hierarchy of the notification consumer part 

Example dispatched 

notifications: 

OnFilesNotAvailable 

OnFilesChmod 

OnFilesChown 

OnFilesACL 

Plugins are loaded in the initialization (at 

runtime). They implement the 

consistency-related actions to be performed 

when a message comes, e.g. invoking the 

DPM API. 

SimpleConsumer 

RunnableConsumer 

Runnable 

SEMsgConsumer 

DPM plugin 

CMS API 

(ActiveMQ-cpp) 

The library implements a 

service that runs 

independently. The service 

can be started by an existing 

process (by invoking the 

loading of a plugin and 

starting it). 

This process may be 

another application or an 

ad-hoc daemon.  

LFC plugin other plugin 



 

 

 

 

 

1.2. Integration with DPM and LFC 

A fundamental requirement for the integration with DPM and LFC is that the DPM/LFC services 

must not depend on the status/performance of the broker infrastructure. Hence, the services must be 

operational even if the connection to the brokers does not work. Particular care will be put onto this 

aspect of the final implementation. 

 

For the purposes of the short-term due demostrator: an integration implementing only 

NotifyNotAvailable, OnFileNotAvailable, NotifyChmod and OnFilesChmod will be provided. This 

functionality will be given through the creation of two appropriate plugins that notify DPM and 

LFC when the notifications come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


